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QUESTION 1

You are administering a database that supports multiple applications, which make dedicated connections to the
database instance by using different services. 

You execute the command to enable tracing of the ORCL1 service: 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. A single trace file is generated for all sessions mapped to the ORCL1 service. 

B. SQL trace is enabled for all modules and actions for sessions mapped to the ORCL1 service. 

C. A SQL trace file is generated for each session that maps to the ORCL1 service. 

D. A SQL trace file is generated for each of the modules using the ORCL1 service. 

E. SQL trace is not enabled for the service because a module name is not specified. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are true about the interpretation of an execution plan? (Choose three.) 

A. The cost of the entire plan is indicated by the line with Id 0 and always includes both I/O and CPU resources. 

B. The ROWS column indicates the cardinality of each operation and is always calculated by dividing the total number
of rows in the table by the number of distinct values in the column used in the WHERE clause predicate. 

C. A TABLE ACCESS FULL in the Operation column for a query with a WHERE clause occurs only if no index exists for
the filter column. 

D. An INDEX UNIQUE SCAN in the Operation column always implies that only one row will be returned. 

E. A HASH JOIN in the Operation column always implies that two tables are joined by using an equijoin. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

Your database supports an OLTP workload. You are planning to migrate database storage from file system storage to
Automatic Storage Management (ASM). The applications supported by the database primarily perform small, random
I/Os. 

Which two statements are true regarding ASM striping in combination with RAID 0? 
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A. It allows you to evenly spread data over multiple disks. 

B. It provides higher I/O bandwidth. 

C. It helps in reducing network latency. 

D. It improves availability and reliability of data be ensuring that logical data corruptions are found and repaired. 

E. It improves the performance of only write-intensive workloads. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

You are administering a database that supports a mixed workload. Many applications are running on the middle tier that
use connection pools to connect to the database instance. Application users perform OLTP operations during the day
and another application performs batch job operations at night. You want to measure and prioritize the two workloads. 

Which action would you take to achieve this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create database services for the applications, assign individual sessions created by the applications to consumer
groups, and then set a priority. 

B. Assign profiles to users running the batch operations and make sure that a priority is set for resource limits in
profiles. 

C. Create database services for the applications and assign different profiles to the sessions to set a relative priority for
resource usage. 

D. Create database services for the applications, create a job class associated with the service, batch the jobs, and then
create jobs by using the job class. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to capture AWR data to monitor performance variation every Monday between 9:00 AM and 

12:00 PM for three months and automatically remove the older AWR data every fortnight. 

How would you achieve this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create AWR baselines. 

B. Create SQL plan baselines. 

C. Create repeating baseline templates. 

D. Create database services and make sure that user connections use them to connect to the database instance. 

E. Create a single baseline template. 

Correct Answer: D 
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